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bed we intended to pitch our last camp. It was a charming
spot when we saw it next morning, for the evening twilight
had passed into the gloom of night by the time we reached
the Mage of bushes. The wind whistled eerily about us as we
lay in the open, and the lightning flashed from angry clouds
that rolled their drums of muffled thunder. A march of
48 miles had wearied us in spite of the pleasant weather
conditions of the day, and the studied sullenness of Zayid
cast a gloom over our spirits just when we might have been
celebrating the last night of a great and successful adventure
with such merriment as the slender remnants of our stores
might permit. I made no attempt to join the party round
the coffee-fire, and Zayid withheld the invitation on which
I insisted, as indeed I had done throughout the march. So
I ate my dates alone with the usual pot of tea to wash them
down. The conditions were unfavourable to my customary
study of the stars, and my stock of paraffin had long since been
exhausted. There was nothing to do but get into bed, and
I had scarcely done that than the floodgates of heaven opened
to drench us with a heavy shower, which happily stopped
as suddenly as it had begun, though all through the night
there was an intermittent spitting that prevented continuous
slumber. Suwid called out to the four corners of the uni-
verse announcing our presence and identity in the time-
honoured fashion of the desert lest men of evil intent might
be prowling or lurking about in the cover of bushes and
darkness. A roar of laughter greeted the customary invita-
tion to all and sundry to come and share our meal. Look ye,
oh people, he concluded, we are of the men of Ibn Sa'ud
marching on the king's business to Sulaiyil, and I am Suwid
of the Dimnan, son of Al Azma. Come unto us and welcome,
if you would share our fare. We have good things in plenty,
and coffee. The silence of the night closed upon us again,
broken only by the cud-chewing of the weary camels, which
had at last found fodder in plenty—Markh and Hamdh and
Ghadha—and had been allowed to wander about under guard
for an hour or so after we had unsaddled them.
I was woken by a rather belated call to the morning
prayer, and the twittering of birds among the bushes and

